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Abstracct:
This article describes how
h the planss of the Globaal Elite are insstigating a Third World Waar triggered in
n the
m
of Popu
ulation Reducction, Exterm
mination of thee Middle Classs ushering th
he
Middle Eaast with the means
creation for
f a New Wo
orld Order in fulfillment
f
with End‐Time Prophecy by the end of th
he year 2012.

FORMER
R OIL CARTELL CEO & WH
HISTLEBLOWER SPEAK O
OUT
CR.com®, June 27 2011‐ Lindsey Williams
W
was on
o the Alex Joones
show at infowars.com after comingg back from an overseas trip
where he
e had top‐levvel meetingss with a form
mer CEO of the
Petrochem
mical Militarry Industriall Complex known as and
referred to
t as Mr. X in his books and publications.
Ordained Baptist Pastor Lindsey Williams
W
was informed
i
by this
ower of a se
eries of shoccking facts w
with
World Eliite whistleblo
regard to
o the currentt state of wo
orld affairs. The
T summaryy of
points he mentioned and
a forecastss according to his source are
ng of the masses
m
who are
related to the massiive awakenin
e World Elite’’s Domination
n Agenda knoown
becomingg aware to the
as the New World Order.

“TThe Elite are gettting scared of peeople
w
waking up.” –Lind
dsey Williams.

“Too man
ny Americanss are waking up and revolting against tthe Elite Systtem and as a result here is the
first way in which theyy have backed off”, Williams announceed. Oil will n
not go over 5 dollars a gallon in
spite of previous prediictions from Williams’
W
ano
onymous sourrce that it wo
ould go up to
o 7 dollars a ggallon.
i
for fear of masssive social reevolts if gaso
oline process spike
The Elite are backing off on their intentions
even more.
Another key
k point men
ntioned by Williams
W
is, “The Elite are ggetting ready for the day tthat the revolution
in the Middle East cuts off oil sup
pply. They haave a target ddate. I canno
ot give it to yyou.” The ob
bvious
question is why not give the date Pastor
P
William
ms? If you aree trying to w
warn the massses of the eneemy’s
w not thwaart their planss by coming clean
c
with all you know? N
Nonetheless, the date is n
not far
agenda, why
off as he mentions to
o Jones. Wiilliams accuraately announnced the Revvolution in Egypt that toppled
Mubarak’s dictatorship
p. He also me
entioned the following naations that co
ome after in tthe Elite’s plaans to
dismembe
er the Middle
e East in a multi‐state‐spo
onsored coupp d’état that w
would pave the way for Radical
Islam to come
c
to pow
wer. The coun
ntries he men
ntions in speccific order arre: Egypt, Libyya, Oman, Yeemen,
Jordan, Syyria, and Saud
di Arabia.
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New Wo
orld, New Oil
On May 12
1 th, 2011 there was a Bill that
t
was stealthily passed where the US representattives of Congress
were brib
bed to vote in favor whereby authorizattion was givenn to begin driilling for oil in
n Alaska. This was
not covered by the Elitte‐controlled mainstream media .This iss
being don
ne because off the fact thatt the United States
S
is goingg
to defaultt the national debt of more
e than 14 trilllion dollars
once Saud
di Arabia is ou
ut of the mix, Williams stated. Upon
further re
esearch, CR® has
h found the
e Bill titled H.R. 1870:
Increase American
A
Ene
ergy Productio
on Now Act of
o 2011 whichh
has the so
ole purpose “to safely increase domestic oil and gas
productio
on, and for other purposess”. HR 1870 states in TITLEE
VIII sectio
on 802:
“…
…the construction of pipellines necessary to transpoort
oil and naturall gas from or through the National
N
Pe
etroleum Resserve in Alaskka to existing transportatioon
or processing infrastructure
i
e on the North Slope of
Alaska.”

“EEverything thee Elite are
dooing is being kkept on a
tim
meline of Diviine
Inttervention an
nd they have
saaid that at thee end of 2012
is their timelinee.”
— Lindsey Williams.

35 years ago Williams published a book titled The
T Energy N
Non
Crisis whe
ere he mentio
oned he saw the biggest oil reserve evver
discovered in Alaska. This
T discoveryy was swiftly classified
c
by tthe
US Goverrnment to prevent
p
it fro
om being diisclosed to tthe
public. Bu
ut this is about to change. Williams revealed, “The largest oil riig ever built on the face o
of the
earth within the past few weeks has
h been mo
oved to Prud hoe Bay Alasska.” As a h
heads up, Williams
he Liberty Rigg. He also meentioned that the rig is already in posittion in
identified the name off the rig as Th
nd “They are going to drill 8 miles outt,” in the Arcctic Ocean in
n an area terrmed today aas the
Alaska an
Lisbon Zone.
It seems likke the reasonn for this new
w oil‐drilling p
plan is so wheen the
Stretch of Hormuz shutts down and tthe world’s o
oil supply com
mes to
onster
a halt theyy will have ennough oil to maintain thee military mo
the US hass become. Juust as Dr. Billl Deagle prop
phetically recceived
through divine revelattion and hass been statin
ng for years now.
Quoting De
eagle on the recent talk w
we had wheree I was honorred to
be a guest on his ddaily online radio show on the Geenesis
work he saiid something that musst be
Communiccations Netw
documente
ed:
“TTwenty‐four yeears ago, I received informattion supernatuurally that toldd me when thee oil is cut off at the
Sttrait of Hormuz, I didn’t know
w where the Strait of Hormuuz was. I had tto look it up. Th
That the beginn
ning of
evvents of the fin
nal stages of our
o age. It is no
ot the end of thhe world but tthe final stagess. That’s why ffor the
th
hird time in hisstory America went into the national strateegic oil reservee. This is not a quote “emerg
gency”
bu
ut they are jusst being one because
b
with all these revollutions that w
we’ve promulga
ated with Twitter ®,
Fa
acebook®, speecial forces an
nd these Beng
ghazi‐type Al Q
Qaeda terrorissts that are eembedded from the
Muslim
M
Brotherhood and all th
hese Arab countries which w
we are pushing,
g, promoting an
nd financing, tthey’re
geetting ready to
o cut off the Gu
ulf of Aden and
d the Strait of H
Hormuz.”—Dr. Bill Deagle.
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After analyzing all these CIA‐sponsored‐Psyops or so‐called “Color Revolutions” promoted by Hillary
Clinton, Google’s Eric Schmidt (Bilderberg Member) and the Elite, one can plainly see what the New
Middle East is transforming into. Once the Muslim Brotherhood is given all control of these toppled
countries that the Elite has marked, we will see a Nazi‐style Global Jihad Force of biblical proportions in
full force against the West; a war to destroy Christianity that will involve nuclear terrorism, terrorist
bombings and urban warfare.

Libya and the Qaddafi Scenario
The World Elite or illuminati have ushered a full‐scale assault on the Muslim and Arab nations starting
with the CIA‐controlled Color Revolutions that have already toppled the governments of Tunisia and
Egypt. Yemen and Libya have been bombarded by the US creating more unrest and instability in the
Middle East.
Also, Qaddafi has stated that he wants the NATO New‐World‐Order‐Army to stop their attacks by
accepting a ceasefire and allowing elections in his nation. Well, Nato just does not care. On Monday
June 27, Debka reported that The Hague had issued an arrest warrant for Muammar al Qaddafi and his
sons for war crimes. Since this announcement was made, Debka reported that the “Libyan minister said
“the Hague court war crime warrants against Qaddafi are a cover for NATO attempts to assassinate him
…his son Saif al‐Islam and intelligence chief Abdullah al Senussi.” Worse even, the reality that Obama
has been criticized by the US Congress1 and asked to stop the unlawful Libyan invasion attests to the fact
that he is being controlled by his handlers, Tirilaterlist and CFR founders Zbgniew Brzezinski, Henry
Kissinger. With this, Obama is frankly duping the Americans and the World once again as a deceiver and
warmongering‐puppet baboon that he is. The international outcries have not stopped but what is so
strange is why Russia decided to support the invasion after all. Evidently, there is something else in Libya
beside oil that the Elite want, including Russia, and they want it badly. All I can say, according one of my
sources is that it has to do with a certain form of ancient technology that exists under Tripoli; the same
type of technology sought after by the Bushes in both of the Gulf Wars.
To give us a refresher course into the Elite’s Totalitarian war and terror‐rooted ideology let’s hear from
the horse’s, or better said, the ass’ mouth himself:
“Finally, a totalitarian ideology would be one that is concerned with total destruction and total
reconstruction, involving typically an ideological acceptance of violence as the only practicable means for
such total destruction. It might accordingly be defined as ‘a reasonably coherent body of ideas concerning
practical means of how totally to change and reconstruct a society by force, or violence, based upon an all‐
inclusive or total criticism of what is wrong with existing or antecedent society.’ This total change and
reconstruction in its very nature constitutes a ‘utopia’, and hence totalitarian ideologies are typically
utopian in nature." —Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy by Carl Friedrich and Zbgniew Brzezinski2

1

Congress chides Obama over Libya war, http://www.presstv.ir/detail/183095.html
US Totalitarian Tendencies exposed, Tafataona P. Mahoso, Centre for Research on Globalisation,
http://globalresearch.ca/articles/MAH505A.html
2
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Follow the Line
Just by analyzing the recent wave of
geopolitical events and correlating
them with the longitude on which they
are happening one can pinpoint which
cities are privy to conflict. The
longitudinal lines in question are
parallels 30° through 33°. Why? Simply
because Jesus Christ’s ministry began
at 30 and the crucifixion happened
when he was 33 years old? Yes! That’s
why. The End of Times has been
mathematically proven and is coming
into fruition.
Moreover, 33° is a master occultist
number for the Elite but also as
researcher and author David Flynn in
his book Temple at the Center of Time3
has demonstrated that 33 is tied to the
Return of the Watchers or Fallen
Angels mentioned in the Book of
Enoch, Genesis 6, Book of Jasher by
the year 2012, its correlation with the
UFO crashes and retrievals in Roswell
New Mexico in 19474, the location of
the Temple Mount in Jerusalem and
the fulfillment of the Books of Daniel
and Revelations, the Appearance of the
Antichrist,
The
False
prophet,
Armageddon culminating with the 2nd
Advent of Jesus Christ to Earth.
The table exemplifies this even more.
Notice how relevant many of these
cities are in the shaping of world
events and Biblical prophecy, now
more than ever.

3
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List of Important cities and sites between latitudes 30‐33°1
Latitude

Longitude

City, State

Country

33°56′N
33°53′N

117°23′W

Riverside, California

United States

35°31′E

Beirut

Lebanon

33°45′N

84°23′W

Atlanta, Georgia

United States

33°43′N

73°4′E

Islamabad

Pakistan

33°35′N

130°24′E

Fukuoka

Japan

33°33′N

33°33′E

Mount Hermon

Jordan

33°32′N

112°05′W

Phoenix, Arizona

United States

33°32′N

7°35′W

Casablanca

Morocco

33°31′N

86°49′W

Birmingham, Alabama

United States

33°30′N

36°18′E

Damascus

Syria

33° 23' N

104° 31' W

Roswell, New Mexico

United States

33°20′N

44°26′E

Baghdad

Iraq

32°54′N

13°11′E

Tripoli

Libya

32°46′N

96°48′W

Dallas, Texas

United States

32°43′N

117°10′W

San Diego, California

United States

32°40′N

115°28′W

Mexicali, Baja California

Mexico

32°38′N

51°29′E

Isfahan

Iran

32°31′N

117°02′W

Tijuana, Baja California

Mexico

32°18′N

64°47′W

Hamilton

Bermuda

32°17′N

90°11′W

Jackson, Mississippi

United States

32°07′N

20°4′E

Benghazi

Libya

32°05′N

34°48′E

Tel Aviv

Israel

32°03′N

118°46′E

Nanjing, Jiangsu

People's Republic of China

31°57′N

35°56′E

Amman

Jordan

31°48′N

106°98′W

Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua

Mexico

31°47′N

116°36′W

Ensenada, Baja California

Mexico

31°46′N

35°14′E

Jerusalem

Israel

31°38′N

74°51′E

Amritsar, Punjab

India

31°37′N

65°43′E

Kandahar

Afghanistan

31°33′N

74°20′E

Lahore, Punjab

Pakistan

31°31′N

34°27′E

Gaza, Gaza Strip

Palestinian territories

31°12′N

29°55′E

Alexandria

Egypt

31°10′N

121°28′E

Shanghai

People's Republic of China

31°08′N

8°0′W

Marrakech

Morocco

31°06′N

77°10′E

Shimla, Himachal Pradesh

India

30°39′N

104°04′E

Chengdu, Sichuan

People's Republic of China

30°34′N

114°16′E

Wuhan, Hubei

People's Republic of China

30°19′N

81°40′W

Jacksonville, Florida

United States

30°18′N

97°45′W

Austin, Texas

United States

30°03′N

31°22′E

Cairo

Egypt

Temple at the Center of Time, Excerpt,
http://web.me.com/truthwchrist/filechute/TEMPLE%20OF%20TIME%20excerpt.zip
4
An Occult Translation of the Roswell Event: Count Down to 201,2 David E. Flynn, May 20, 2005,
http://www.illuminati‐news.com/occult‐roswell.htm
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The Master Plan
Albert Pike, a satanic confederate general and high‐level Luciferian Mason stated in a letter to Mazzini
his vision of the Three Great World Wars. Citing William Guy Carr, former Intelligence Officer in the
Royal Canadian Nav. In his book, Satan, Prince of this World, Carr includes the following footnote:
"The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences caused by the
"agentur" of the "Illuminati" between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World. The war
must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World) and political Zionism (the State
of Israel) mutually destroy each other. Meanwhile the other nations, once more divided on this issue will
be constrained to fight to the point of complete physical, moral, spiritual and economical exhaustion…We
shall unleash the Nihilists and the atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm which in all
its horror will show clearly to the nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of savagery and of the most
bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves against the world minority of
revolutionaries, will exterminate those destroyers of civilization, and the multitude, disillusioned with
Christianity, whose deistic spirits will from that moment be without compass or direction, anxious for an
ideal, but without knowing where to render its adoration, will receive the true light through the universal
manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally out in the public view. This manifestation
will result from the general reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of Christianity and
atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time." – Albert Pike's Letter to Mazzini
(Emphasis added.)

Although the Elite wants to increase the price of Gold to three thousand dollars an ounce and the oil
prices to 200 dollars a barrel, the good news is that the awakening of more citizens each day is helping
curb or slow down the extinction of the middle classes to a certain degree. The recent exposition and
mainstream media coverage of the highly secretive Bilderberg Meetings have helped to thwart their
monopolistic one‐world scientific dictatorship. The only scenario that is left is a massive uprising against
them which will in turn bring repressive techniques through the implementation of Martial Law to
control society an enforce the New World Order. Just what the Globalists want.

The Anglo‐Saxon Mission 2011: The Satanic Symphony of the End of an Age.
But it does not stop with the Bilderberg posing as the Elite. They are just minions for the true Secret
Establishment that is running things behind the scenes. In the City of London, the safe‐haven of the
Marlborough, Rothschild and other Illuminati Royal bloodlines lays a sinister plan that will be
implemented in August 2011. No other than these two states within states, the Vatican and the City of
London, have total immunity from national and international laws and any form of prosecution.
In what is known as The Anglo‐Saxon Mission5, the Elite are planning to bring about a series of events
that will make Hitler´s Supremacist‐Aryan power grab for world domination look like mincemeat in
comparison. Thanks to an insider and military nuclear specialist within the U.K. MIEC who contacted Bill
Ryan at the Project Camelot website back in February 2010, we now have a clear and pristine timeline in
the plans of the Elite that serves to expose their criminal actions and definitely helps counterintelligence
groups resisting the Globalists. The anonymous source attended a top‐level meeting between Senior
Masons of the Council of 33 or the outer ring of the Illuminati core structure back in 2005 where he
heard them amusingly discussing and planning, even establishing a timeline to make their perverse and
5

The Anglo‐Saxon Mission: the Third World War and the Inheritance of the New World,
http://projectcamelot.org/anglo_saxon_mission.html
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demonic plan a reality; the creation of a Post‐cataclysmic New World Order. Keyword being Post‐
cataclysmic.
In short, this is what they said would start happening as of August, 2011 according to Ryan:








There is a planned Third World War, which will be nuclear and biological. The insider
said it would start within 18‐24 months. If we take into account the date of the
interview (Feb 2010), that would bring us into an August 2011 through February
2012) window.
It is planned to begin with a strike by Israel on Iran. Either Iran or China will be
provoked into a nuclear response. After a brief nuclear exchange, there will be a
ceasefire. The world will be thrown into fear and chaos ‐ all carefully engineered.
The extreme state of tension will be used to justify heavy social and military controls
in all western first world nations. Plans are already in place for that.
During the nuclear ceasefire, there is planned to be a covert release of biological
weapons. These will initially be targeted against the Chinese. As our source chillingly
told us, "China will catch a cold". Biological warfare will spread further, to the west.
Infrastructure will be critically weakened.
This is intended to be just the beginning. After this, a full nuclear exchange would be
triggered: the "real" war, with widespread destruction and loss of life. This insider
told Camelot that the planned population reduction through these combined means
is 50%. He heard this figure stated in the meeting.

This is just the beginning of something much bigger that is about to occur. It would be ridiculous
to believe it if we weren’t having all these massive earth changes since 1994 where seismic
events of increasing magnitude have changed our landscape, moved the planet’s axis, volcanoes
erupting out of nowhere and geomagnetic anomalies being detected all over the world. Be it in
the Gulf of Aden, the Bermuda Triangle, The Pacific Ring of Fire, the new ocean in Eritrea or the
New Madrid fault line, the San Andreas Fault and so on. The fact is that people have to be really
blind to not see that this is the soon‐to‐be Final Endgame for this, as Michio Kaku mockingly
would say, Type Zero Civilization.

The EVENT, Exponentialized!
To top it off, the Elite are doing all of this because of what they referred to in the 2005 meeting as a
cyclical “geophysical event” that happens every 11,500 years. Putting two and two together, most of us
that have done the research know that it is the sun creating a Super Coronal Mass Ejection so massive
that it dwarfs the Planet X, Nemesis, Nibiru scenario right out of the sky. Albeit there is the possibility
that this Brown Dwarf Star is the culprit of the sun going haywire all of a sudden as it starts to appear
above the ecliptic as John Dinardo and Marshall Masters suggest.
Moreover, Clif High from the Web Bot Project6 as well as many academic scientists referenced by High7
such as author Patrick Geryl8, Maurice Coutterell9 and not so academic researchers claim the sun will

6

2012 – Doom ain't What It Used to Be, Clif High, www.halfpasthuman.com
Supplemental material for 2012 presentations/radio interviews, Clif High,
http://www.halfpasthuman.com/RadioSpecial.html
8
How to Survive 2012, http://www.howtosurvive2012.com/
9
Maurice Cotterell, http://mauricecotterell.com/
7
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10

create a massive “kill‐shot” (Ed Dames ), a termed coined by famed Pentagon‐trained Remote Viewer
Dames and that we are in the window right now for this to occur any moment now. This would explain
why all the bunkers are being built at top speed under the ground in Australia, Russia, Mexico , Canada,
Norway, India and of course, the United Kingdom and the United States. The only things that cannot be
debunked are the bunkers themselves (Pun intended!). Jesse Ventura exposes the construction of these
massive retrofitted silos in the 2nd season of his hard‐hitting series Conspiracy Theory on 2012. And I
personally can attest to the reality of the bunkers after interviewing an government insider in Mexico
City that supervised these massive 40‐floor underground structures beneath the wealthy apartment
complexes the Mexican Elite has in the surreal 1st world area known as Santa Fe City in the North West
of Mexico City and the region of Lomas de Sotelo. He told me “Jewish bankers own all of them and they
are getting ready for something massive.” He explained how he found enormous food supplies, clothing,
state‐of‐the‐art water and air purification systems, living quarters, gas lines. All this encaged and
entombed deep down below Mexico City.
In Australia, there is more evidence of these 2012‐accelerated constructions going on as well where in
an email sent to Urbansurvival.com earlier in 2011 a woman relates the massive 45 billion dollar project
in preparation for the 10 thousand year flood as in the Days of Noah11.
One last thing I want to mention is if one is to take into account that the total fulfillment of End‐Time‐
prophecy is upon us, and I believe it is, and then we have a moral and spiritual responsibility to support
Israel at all costs during this time. We must repent to the Almighty Creator of All and abide by His
Commandments left through His only begotten Son, Jesus Christ. If you do not subscribe to this idea
then start speed‐reading your Bible for it is all written in The Book of Life and if you are not written in IT
then you will have Him to answer to. And before commenting poorly on this article and start to fight
over what the Bible says and not says over these matters, just, once and for all, take it from me, verify it.
IT IS HAPPENING NOW! And May Our Lord Jesus Christ have mercy upon all our souls. TRUTH! Teach to
Repent Take Responsibility and Take Heed.

Further Resources:





Dr. Bill Deagle interviews Alexander Backman, June 27, 2011.
http://archives2011.gcnlive.com/Archives2011/jun11/Nutrimedical/0627113.mp3
Dr. Bill Deagle websites: www.nutrimedical.com | www.clayandiron.com
Alex Jones‐Lindsey Williams Interview, June 22, 2011.
http://www.infowars.com/lindsey‐williams‐alex‐jones‐earth‐shattering‐events‐to‐come/
Professor Truth website, see David Flynn´s, Temple at the Center of Time excerpt.
http://www.concienciaradio.com/pt/adv_truth.htm

Update:
Mark it on your calendar! NICHT VERGESSEN! Lindsey Williams will be interviewed by Dr. Bill Deagle
on Monday July 5th at 12.00 noon PST with more explosive information exposing the World Elite.
Information that was not revealed with Alex Jones. You can listen to the interview online at
www.nutrimedical.com
10

Ed Dames, Doomsday, and the Coming "Kill Shot", Feb 1, 2009, http://educate‐
yourself.org/lte/eddameskillshot01feb09.shtml , http://www.zetatalk.com/index/dames2.htm
11
UrbanSurvival.com: AUSTRALIAN SAYS GOV'T IS SECRETLY PREPARING FOR NOAH'S FLOOD AND NOT TELLING
THE PUBLIC, http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi‐bin/archive.cgi?noframes;read=192902

